
Features:

Covered by Hitachi's Lifetime Lithium Ion tool warranty
Features Brushless Motor Technology for more run time, increased power and extended durability with essentially no maintenance
Accepts Hitachi's 18V Lithium Ion slide-type batteries and corresponding chargers (sold separately)
Achieves an impressive oscillation speed of up to 20,000 RPM with the use of the Brushless motor
Unique auto-variable speed mode function delivers two modes of speed
Standard mode is changeable from vibration frequency 1-5 (6,000-20,000 RPM) by adjusting the variable speed dial as needed
Auto-mode allows the tool to determine the appropriate level of vibration needed based on the load- lowering vibration, reducing noise and increasing
battery run time
Soft start for user safety
Constant speed control maintains speed under load to ensure maximum power is delivered to the application
Tool-less blade change designed for quick and easy accessory replacements
Universal design accepts the majority of accessories that are available on the market
LED work light illuminates the tip of the accessory- especially convenient in tight or dark work spaces
Ergonomic tool body design provides a well-balanced tool that is comfortable to use for prolonged periods of time
Low battery indicator light activates when power runs low to avoid inconvenient interruptions during a project
Dust collection attachment model # 337936 (sold separately)
Download the CV18DBLP4 Tool Card

Includes:

Bi-Metal Plunge Cut Saw Blade

Optional:

Dust Collection Attachment (337936)

Specifications
Voltage 18V 

Battery Type
Accepted 

Hitachi Lithium Ion
Slide-Type

Batteries Included No- Sold Separately 

CV18DBLP4 18V Brushless Lithium Ion Oscillating Multi-Tool (Tool Body Only)

Includes:
Bi-Metal Plunge Cut Saw Blade

https://www.metabo-hpt.com/us/main-navigation/tools?category=/tools/dust-management/shrouds-attachments&title=337936+-+Dust+Attachment+for+CV18DBLP4#features-tab
http://www.hitachipowertools.com/docs/default-source/tool_cards/ic133_tool_cards_2015_cv18dblp4.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://www.metabo-hpt.com/us/main-navigation/tools?category=/tools/dust-management/shrouds-attachments&title=337936+-+Dust+Attachment+for+CV18DBLP4#features-tab
#


Batteries Included No- Sold Separately 

Charger Included No- Sold Separately 

Max OPM 20,000 

Min OPM 6,000

Oscillating Angle
(Degrees) 1.6 (3.2) 

Tool-Less Blade
Change Yes

LED Light Yes

Low Battery
Indicator Yes 

Tool Warranty Lifetime
(Tool Body) 

Lithium Ion Battery
Warranty 2-Year

Lithium Ion Charger
Warranty 1-Year 
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